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ABSTRACT

Behavioral convergence has been identified as one (largely subconscious) contributor to successful conversations [27], while rapport is one of the central constructs that explains development of personal relationships [6] between these speakers over time. Social factors such as these have been shown to play a potent role in learning. Therefore, in this work, we investigate the relationship in dyadic peer tutoring conversations of convergence, building up of interpersonal rapport over time, and student learning, while positing a novel mechanism that links these constructs. We develop an approach for hierarchical computational modeling of convergence by accounting for time-based dependencies that arise in longitudinal interaction streams, and can thus a)quantify the effect of one partner’s behavior on the other and differentiate between driver and recipient (Influence), b)extrapolate the outcome of directional influence to determine adaptation in partners’ behaviors (Convergence). Our results illustrate that influence, convergence and rapport in the peer tutoring dialog are correlated with learning gains and provide concrete evidence for rapport being a causal mechanism that leads to convergence of speech rate in the interaction. We discuss the implications of our work for the development of peer tutoring agents that can improve learning gains through convergence to and from the human learner’s behavior.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Conversation is like an intricate partner dance, and better alignment between partners can lead to shared understandings, changed beliefs, and increased rapport. Accommodation is a particularly important aspect of such interactions as it may lead not only to the communicative success of the interaction, by decreasing misunderstandings and attaining goals faster [27], but also to its social success by building rapport and affiliation [17]. Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) [11] illuminates the dynamics underlying an interaction by describing the tendency of individuals to accommodate towards their partners along an adaptation (tendency to become similar over time) - maintenance (no effect) - differentiation (tendency to exaggerate their differences) continuum. These three kinds of accommodation have been demonstrated to arise from a variety of sources, from a tendency to focus on a comparison with others in new social environments, to a consistent kind of non-conscious mimicry [21].

In this work, we examine the nature of one of the forms of accommodation, i.e adaptation (also referred to as alignment, entrainment or convergence), in dyadic peer tutoring conversations over time as a part of our research program on the social infrastructure of learning, with an eye towards implementing more effective educational technologies. We follow prior work [14] in believing that analyses of the cognitive and social aspects of learning are best conducted together for a more complete picture of how to increase learning gains through the use of intelligent systems. In addition, we follow foundational work that studies language as a form of joint action [10], challenging the traditionally held assumption in cognitive psychology of perception, action, and higher-level cognitive processes being best understood by investigating individual minds in isolation. Accordingly, in the current work the dyad is the unit of analysis.

To fully understand what leads conversational partners to converge in their behaviors over time and its impact on learning, we therefore study the dynamics of interaction at a fine (30 second interaction segment) level of granularity. While prior work [12] models such dynamic manifestations in terms of synchrony (partners exhibit temporally or simultaneously similar behaviors) and asynchrony (partners do not modulate their behaviors in tandem), they don’t distinguish between the driver and recipient. In their comprehensive synthesis of joint action studies, [30] have emphasized that assessing the mutual influences of two or more actors on each other is an important step toward investigating the mechanisms whereby individuals coordinate their actions. Therefore, to fill this gap in theorizing about the social nature of
cognition, as a next step, in addition to investigating the presence of convergence, we also operationalize and investigate the direction of influence or which individual affects his interlocutor’s behavior. We further show that the direction of influence is important in determining who learns more in a dyad, and perhaps why.

The CAT theory describes how much of interaction occurs as a direct response to the behavior of another person. Because our interest is in the effects of convergence on peer collaborative learning, it is important to examine how partners work together to produce an interaction. This involves understanding how people affect their conversational partners in the interaction. Better modeling of mutual influence during an interaction could bring insights into the design of a virtual peer [7] capable of accommodating and eliciting accommodation, in an attempt to engage in more effective peer tutoring.

Prior work [3] sketch two important hypotheses that clarify the directionality of behavior matching. The “Ideal Input” hypothesis reflects a “uni-directional” dominant view of communication and assumes one of the conversational partners to be a source of ideal behavior towards which the other partner (target) accommodates, while “Least Collaborative Effort” posits that partners “bi-directionally” try to achieve a level of mutual intelligibility while engaging in joint construction of meaning. Other work such as [12] has assumed the latter as a way of describing the mechanism behind convergence in the interaction. In order to computationally quantify and empirically evaluate these mechanisms in our work, we develop representations derived from automatically harvestable low-level linguistic features that highlight convergence and influence, taking into account time-contingency effects, which have largely been ignored in prior computational approaches. Figure 1 presents a brief pictorial description of these interpersonal processes in peer tutoring.

Finally, we investigate the relationship among convergence and influence in longitudinal dyadic interactions, pre-/post-test learning gains, and interpersonal rapport. The power of rapport or being “in-sync” with one’s partner during social interactions, has been well documented in the context of learning [25, 32, 33]. In our work, we measure rapport in two ways: a) self report via questionnaire where rapport is broken into its component parts of attentiveness, positivity and coordination, and b) perceived rapport via annotation by naive raters of every 30 second slice of the video of the peer tutoring (and social time in between the peer tutoring), presented to the annotators in a randomized order.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we flesh out the rationale for a more careful investigation of interpersonal processes. Recent studies have investigated forms of prosodic entrainment such as coordination in intensity, pitch, voice quality and speaking rate [22], to find cues for engagement in human-human and human-agent interactions. The work of [23] closely follows [22] and is most relevant to our research. Here, the authors found that certain forms of prosodic entrainment such as proximity, convergence and synchrony were correlated with segments of the interaction having similar levels of perceptual and self-reported rapport. While these results are interesting, there are a couple of limitations of the study that we hope to overcome: First, a small number of two minute dialog segments that referred only to solving math problems were manually selected. This ignores the potential effect of “off-task” social talk that didn’t pertain to the task but may grease the wheels of the interaction [8]. Here we examine the entire hour-long peer tutoring interaction. Second, their Pearson correlation-based entrainment measures ignored time-based dependency, which we do incorporate in our modeling of influence and convergence. Third, we acknowledge the dynamics of rapport by differentiating between self-reported and perceived rapport when relating them to our measures of accommodation and learning, since these are fundamentally different forms of rapport assessment collected at differing time granularities (at the end of session versus every 30 second). Fourth, in addition to presenting correlational evidence about the impact of entrainment on rapport, we also establish a causal pathway between the two constructs.

The learning science literature provides evidence that convergence is significantly associated with learning. For instance, in [15], linear regression modeling of time (number of conversational exchanges) and syntactic/semantic cues demonstrated that entrainment was positively correlated with learning gain and task success. Other work such as [26] has found that the tendency to adapt to patterns in a partner’s utterances predicts collaboration quality and subsequently learning gains. However, the approach to accommodation in prior collaborative learning literature [34] has had a strong cognitive focus - with emphasis on the joint construction of activities that move the group toward problem solving goals and hence knowledge convergence. This work has suggested a cognitive explanation for the impact of convergence on learning, such that it indexes greater shared understanding, and hence leads to improved learning. However, other literature [5] suggests that greater similarity is an index of increased connectedness and interpersonal rapport which, in turn, leads to greater willingness to examine misconceptions, and hence to improved learning. We make an attempt to disambiguate these mechanisms in our work by testing causal relations between perceived rapport and convergence in peer tutoring interactions. We thus add an interactional perspective to the methodological toolkit for examining the effect of accommodation on learning that differentiates between the social and cognitive impacts. Finally, unlike most prior work that has relied on coarse-grained division of the interaction into two or three sub-sessions for investigating longitudinal changes, we zoom in on the conversational dynamics every 30 seconds to study fine-grained attuning of behavior.

3. STUDY CONTEXT

Reciprocal peer tutoring data was collected from 12 American English-speaking dyads (6 dyads were friends and 6 strangers; 6 were boys and 6 girls), with a mean age of 13 years, who interacted for 5 hourly sessions over as many weeks (a total of 60 sessions, and 5400 minutes of data),
tutoring one another on procedural and conceptual aspects of linear equations. Prior work demonstrates that peer tutoring is an effective paradigm that results in student learning [31], making this an effective context to study dyadic interaction and learning. Each session began with social chit-chat, after which the first tutoring period started, followed by another small social interlude, a second tutoring session with role reversal between the tutor and tutee, and then the final social time. For the purposes of the current study, we selected a fairly balanced convenience sample of 15 dyadic conversational sessions (1/4th of our data), in terms of #friend v/s #stranger dyads and session.

4. METHODOLOGY

4.1 Operationalizing Feature Dimensions

We first performed feature extraction from the peer tutoring sessions that had been transcribed and segmented into syntactic clauses. Then, we examined the sequential organization of talk by looking at response pairs. Specifically, for each consecutive 30 second segment in the tutoring sessions, we computed the following features for each speaker:

a) # words spoken, b) message density, which is the independent clauses uttered, divided by the time difference between the first and last utterance within the 30 second segment, c) content density, which is the characters spoken divided by the independent clauses uttered, d) # overlaps (a joint event where the two interlocutors speak at once), and e) # laughter. The first three features are representative of speaking rate and two dimensions of burstiness that characterize it. Frequent turn taking will increase the message density, more elaborate or detailed talk between interlocutors will increase the content density, while more # overlaps might potentially indicate a well-coordinated conversation. Laughter may signal enjoyment and affiliation, but also serves to release tension and our data demonstrated examples of what our coders called “nervous laughter” - this is, however, more often the case in early sessions. Prior work on identifying strategies of accommodation in dyadic conversation has included speech rate, overlap (simultaneous speech frequency), laughing and smiling behaviors to facilitate understanding of discourse management [11, 17].

4.2 Operationalizing Joint Constructs

4.2.1 Quantifying Influence

To model the causal effects of one partner’s behavior on behavior of the other partner over the course of an interaction session, we applied Granger causality [16], widely used in econometrics and neuroscience. This approach is based on asymmetric prediction accuracies of one time series on the future of another. Specifically, a time series on asymmetric prediction accuracies of one time series on another in econometrics and neuroscience. This approach is based on understanding the causality autoregressive model (where output variable depends linearly on its own previous values) using a lag length of 3, i.e, a time window of 90 seconds (30*3). Intuitively, this means that if we want to test whether time series $X_1$ Granger-causes $X_2$, we additionally use feature values from time slices ‘i-1’, ‘i-2’ and ‘i-3’ in $X_1$ for the unrestricted regression, c) computed statistical significance using an F-test under the null hypothesis that one time series does not granger cause the other ($F(M,n-k) = (RSS_R - RSS_{UR}) * (n-k)) / (M * RSS_{UR})$, where $M$ is the number of lagged $X_1$ terms and $K$ is the number of estimated in the restricted regression), and finally c) leveraged the F-statistics as granger causality magnitudes (Influence Strength) at 1% LOS.

Thus, unidirectional influence represents the case where only one partner significantly granger-causes the conversational partner (one time series tends to follow the other), while bidirectional influence represents the case when both partners significantly granger-curse each other (affect one another’s behavior), along any specific feature dimension.

4.2.2 Quantifying Convergence

Following prior literature, we operationalized convergence as the degree to which speakers become similar over the course of the entire conversation. However, we were skeptical about computing it by “traditionally employed” Pearson correlation approaches between time and the absolute difference between a speaker and partner’s behavioral feature value at an adjacent turn. The reason is that the correlation measure is not designed to accommodate the interdependent nature of a time point on previous data points in longitudinal dyadic interaction.

Therefore, in our work, following the tests of convergence hypothesis applied in [32] to quantify behavioral convergence, we a) computed the difference in raw behavioral feature values for partner i and partner j engaged in the dyadic conversation for every 30 second slice (call this differenced series $y$), b) formulated the autoregressive model as $\Delta y_t = \alpha + \beta t + \gamma y_{t-1} + \delta_1 \Delta y_{t-1} + \ldots + \delta_{p-1} \Delta y_{t-p+1} + \varepsilon_t$, where $\alpha$ (constant term) is the drift or change of the average value of the stochastic process, $\beta$ is the deterministic time trend and $p$ is the lag length (which is quantified as 3, similar to the prior influence computation), c) tested the presence of unit-root in this time series framework using the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test at 1% LOS, following proposition 5 [2].

Intuitively, if the ADF test statistic is significant, we reject the null hypothesis that the differenced behavioral time series has a unit root and accept the alternative hypothesis that the variable was generated by a stationary process, which is an evidence for convergence. On the contrary, if ADF test statistic is not significant, we accept the null hypothesis of the presence of a unit root, in turn indicating that the process (change) is not stationary and the definition of convergence is violated.
4.2.3 Index Development

To construct a composite score, the F test statistic for In-
fluence and ADF test statistic for Convergence (call this x)
along each feature dimension, were firstly scaled between 0
and 1 using the formula \((x - \text{minimum}(x)) / (\text{maximum}(x) - \text{minimum}(x))\), with an intuition to provide transparency
and comparability. Secondly, in weighting across features,
different feature dimensions were equally weighted (aver-
aged).

4.3 Outcome Measures

4.3.1 Pre-Post Tests

We administered a pre-test to students before the first tu-
toring session and a post-test after the fifth session (≈
delayed post-test) comprising up to 10 algebra questions. Nor-
malized learning gain for each individual in the dyad was
computed by comparing the percentage points gained or lost
compared to the maximum possible gainable points from
pre- to post-test: \((\text{Post-assessment} - \text{Pre-assessment}) / (100\% - \text{Pre-assessment})\). Then, following a standard approach, the
composite learning gain for a dyad was calculated using the
average of the individual learning gains. For the 22 subjects
used in the current analysis, there was a ceiling effect on
pre-test scores. Performing a paired t-test revealed no sig-
ificant difference in the pre-test and post-test scores \((t = 1.6964, df = 21, p < 0.1)\) \(^1\)

4.3.2 Questionnaires

After each session, both participants in the dyad com-
pleted 7 point likert scale \((1 = \text{Disagree Strongly}; 7 = \text{Agree
Strongly})\) questionnaires, reflecting the dimensions of Atten-
tiveness \((3\text{-item scale indexing interest, attention and re-
spectfulness of the partner towards the speaker, Cronbach}
\alpha = 0.42)\), Positivity \((2\text{-item scale indexing friendliness and
warmth towards the partner, } \alpha = 0.72)\), Coordination \((3-
item scale indexing whether partners felt in sync, could say
everything that they wanted to say and that the interac-
tion was not frustrating, } \alpha = 0.64)\), and Long Term Rapport
\((3\text{-item scale indexing whether the partners felt that they
knew each other, were more comfortable and had greater lik-
ing compared to the previous interaction session, } \alpha = 0.78)\).
In addition, the questionnaire asked about Self Efficacy \((7-
item scale indexing whether the partners thought they were
good tutors, learned a lot from tutoring and were concerned
about tutoring quality, motivation and impact on the tutee,
\alpha = 0.5)\).

4.3.3 Thin Slice Rapport

Person perception research has demonstrated that rapidly-
made \((<5 \text{ minutes})\), judgments of others based on brief
exposure to their verbal and nonverbal behavior is an ex-
tremely accurate assessment of interpersonal dynamics [1].
We employed such “thin-slice” judgments for our work, where
raters were provided with a simple definition of rapport and
three raters annotated rated every 30 second video segment
[1] of the peer tutoring sessions for rapport using a 7 point
likert scale \((1 \text{ to } 7)\). The segments were presented to the
annotators in random order so as to ensure that raters were not
actually annotating the delta of rapport over the course of
the session.

Note that as a part of the thin-slice experimental design
(where raters are supposed to be naive), we did not train
(and re-train) the raters on how to interpret the criteria for
judging rapport and consistently apply the rating scale, and
therefore the level of “objectivity” in the annotation process
was not very high. Interestingly, for our data, we found that
on an average across all dyadic sessions, the “consensus” esti-
mate of inter-rater reliability was 0.37 (as measured by single
measures for Intra-class correlation), while the “consistency” es-
imate of inter-rater reliability was 0.68 (as measured by
Cronbach’s alpha).

This lack of inter-rater reliability, which is not reported
in the thin slice literature, may be caused by the fact that
thin slice annotation is usually conducted on one single (or
a few) slices from each video, whereas our raters annotated
the whole peer tutoring session to serve as ground-truth data
for ongoing rapport dynamics, and to inform reinforcement
learning algorithms for rapport state updates, for use in our
virtual peer tutor. In order to mitigate rater bias and ac-
count for label over-use and under-use, we used weighted
majority rule with inverse based bias correction [20] to pick a
single rapport rating for each 30 second video segment. The
inverse based bias correcting rule is given by \(1/Freq_i(k)\),
where \(Freq_i(k)\) is the number of times rater \(i\) chooses cate-
gory \(k\). Finally, to summarize the ratings for each 30 second
video segment \(j\), we picked category \(k^\star \in K\) (total \#cat-
egories) that maximizes the weighted sum we get when we
add up the weights for every individual annotation of \(j\) with
a given category, using the weights prescribed by the bias
correcting rule.

5. Analysis and Results

First we conducted an explanatory data analysis to illu-
ninate different ways in which influence and convergence
of automatically gathered linguistic variables play out. The
notions of influence and convergence are illustrated via a vi-
sual time series description culled from our conversational
data, as illustrated in figure 2. We could successfully distin-
guish 6 combinations. For instance, Figure 2.a and 2.f depict
the two extremes (time-series), clearly illustrating the spa-
tial and temporal difference in the dyadic interaction that
can be explained by the underlying processes of influence
and convergence.

Preliminary results revealed that virtually all dyads and
all sessions seemed to converge on message density (roughly,
speech rate). This bi-directional accommodation is the kind
of classic entrainment that indexes engagement in the in-
teraction - engagement that we also saw indexed with the
content of the conversations, particularly during social peri-
ods. For content density, on the other hand, influence
was more likely to be unidirectional, indicating that when
an individual spoke less elaborately, the partner’s behav-
ior became less elaborate, and vice versa. For overlaps and
laughter, we found that, for both phenomena, more than
half of the dyadic sessions showed uni-directional influence
while roughly half of the sessions showed presence of con-
vergence, indicating that students exhibited high accommod-
ation across both these phenomena. This result is partic-
ularly interesting as laughter and overlap can fairly easily
be generated for the human partner to entrain to and can
be entrained to in human-agent dialog. In the following sec-
ctions, we describe correlations (Pearson \(r\), Spearman Rank
\(\rho\), Point Biserial correlation \(pb\)) computed in order to find

\(^1\)Tests for all dyads were graded twice, except for dyad 7
relationships between our joint constructs and the outcome measures described in section 4.3, while testing significance of the correlation via two tailed t-test. The summarized results are presented in Table 1.

5.1 Effect of Influence and Convergence on Socio-Cognitive Processes

First, at the dyadic level, we correlated our measures of convergence strength with learning. As shown in Table 1, results showed that the maximum convergence strength of a dyad across different sessions was positively associated with their composite learning gains. These results suggest that a virtual peer tutor that both mimics its human partner and produces salient and highly mimicable behaviors may be a more effective learning partner.

We then looked at the association between convergence strength and self-reported rapport. Because the self-reported questionnaire difference metric was dichotomous, we employed Point Biserial correlation measure ($r_{pb}$) to discern its association with composite learning gains. For self-reported questionnaire ratings $x$ and $y$ provided by two individuals in a dyad after the end of each session, we empirically quantified the difference $d(x, y)$ along any questionnaire dimension as follows: $d(x, y) = 0$, if $|x - y| \leq \#questions - 1$ and $d(x, y) = 1$, if $|x - y| > \#questions - 1$, with an intuition to capture at least some reasonable difference in ratings. We found that when the dyad rated the attentiveness questionnaire dimension identically, their convergence strength was in fact lesser.

Next, at an individual level, we observed significant positive correlation between influence strength and learning gains for the influencing partner (correlation here was assessed using Spearman’s $\rho$ since a visual plot of the variables revealed that influence strength and learning gains tended to move in the same relative direction, but not necessarily at a constant rate (monotonic relationship)). The CAT literature shows that the lower status person in a conversation is more likely to be the one who accommodates. Perhaps here “higher status” means the tutor who, as the learning science literature has shown, is more likely to learn during a tutoring interaction than is the tutee. In addition, no significant effects for learning gains were found for the influenced partner in the interaction. In line with the previous result, this may be due to the fact that the influenced partner is more likely to be the tutee, who generally (perhaps paradoxically) learns less in peer tutoring than the tutor.

However, interestingly, we found that influence strength had a significant negative correlation with the questionnaire construct of positivity for the influencer (meaning that the influencer felt less friendly and warm towards the influenced) which goes against the CAT literature. Influence strength was also negatively correlated with the questionnaire construct of coordination for both the influencer and partner influenced. We note that looking at these constructs at the individual level may not be as valuable as looking at them in the dyad. For this reason, in Section 5.4 below, we look at these same constructs from a dyadic perspective.

5.2 Effect of Perceived Rapport on Socio-Cognitive Processes

If students are to critique the ideas of their peers, offer tentative suggestions and interpret others’ critiques as valuable, they need to trust each other and feel a sense of warmth and belonging. Positive effects of short-term (instant) rapport on enhancing students’ math performance has already been demonstrated [18]. However, if we were to build a virtual learning partner that works with a student over a long period of time, that agent would need to adapt its use of socially expressive behaviors with a student over time, increasing and then maintaining rapport, as is done by human peers, as described in [9] and [36].

It was thus legitimate to hypothesize that the deepening rapport in later sub-sessions might be more connected to greater learning. Therefore, to assess the relationship between perceived rapport (as measured by thin slice annotations) and composite learning gains, we divided each hourly dyadic session into 5 equal sub-sessions and considered correlations for the averaged perceived ratings for each sub-session. A linear regression highlighted significant coefficient estimates (coeff=0.22, $p<0.05$) for perceived rapport in the fifth sub-session of the interaction when regressed with composite learning gain as the dependent variable. These findings supported our hypothesis that changes in rapport during the final segments of an interaction were significantly predictive of learning gains.

Given these and results in the prior subsection, at this point, it becomes essential to think about the interplay between convergence, rapport and learning. Does convergence correlate with better learning in the dyad via shared cognitive representations, because shared representations bring about better collaborative learning (“cognitive hypothesis”), or, is convergence associated with better learning due to the impact of rapport, because students learn better when paired with students they like and feel rapport with (“social hypothesis”)? While we know from literature (discussed in
related work) that the former is a plausible explanation for convergence, we were interested in finding a strong causal support for the “social hypothesis”.

### 5.3 Interplay: Convergence & Rapport

We sought to investigate whether rapport leads to convergence in the longitudinal interaction. Mediation analysis [24] was one of the potential choices for assessing whether convergence statistically mediated the predictive (correlational) relationship between rapport and learning. However, since a) we were interested in testing for causation rather than correlation and, b) perceived rapport, convergence (~time series) and learning (~aggregated measure) are of fundamentally different nature and granularity, this technique was inappropriate for our scenario. After careful consideration, we decided to test for causality between perceived rapport and convergence via granger causality leveraging a similar procedure applied to quantify influence in section 4.2.1.

Specifically, to perform the causal analysis, we: a) formalized convergence time series (say $T_1$) as the difference in detrended and smoothed low level feature value for the two students in every dyad at lag 0 (e.g. #words spoken), for every 30 second segment in the hourly session, b) formalized rapport time series (say $T_2$) as the detrended and smoothed value of thin slice rapport, c) inferred whether $T_2$ significantly granger-causes $T_1$ (at 5% LOS) leveraging a similar procedure applied to quantify influence in section 4.2.1 (using a time window of 90 seconds in the autoregressive model formulation, meaning that we additionally looked at the rapport rating for time slices ‘1-1’, ‘1-2’ and ‘1-3’ in inferring about convergence at time slice ‘i’ apart from just using convergence information from time 0 to ‘i-1’).

We found that for 13/15 sessions used in our study, rapport significantly led to convergence in message density (that indexes speech rate in the interaction). To evaluate the robustness of our findings, we also altered the definition of convergence time series $T_1$ as the difference in detrended and smoothed low level feature value for the two students in every dyad at lag 1 and 2 respectively, the intuition being to include a time contingency effect for similarity in behaviors over time. However, the causal effects for rapport on convergence in message density were still significantly present for 13/15 dyadic sessions. The second strongest causal effects were found for #words spoken and overlapping expressions used. Interestingly, by reversing the direction of causality and testing whether convergence and rapport work together in a feedback loop (rapport $\Rightarrow$ convergence) to help in interaction regulation, we found very low support (roughly 1/3rd sessions) for significant causal effects of convergence on rapport in the dyadic sessions, along any of the feature dimensions.

These results, derived from our fine-grained causal analysis, substantiate the crucial role of rapport as an influencing social mechanism that leads to behavioral convergence in the interaction - convergence, which we showed above to be associated with learning. This has direct implications for the development of virtual companions that can improve students’ performance by establishing positive relationship with them and in turn also potentially triggering verbal and non-verbal behavioral convergence. Such a form of social facilitation and socially adaptable behavior generation by a virtual agent has been shown to have a positive effect on student effort and performance on math tasks [18].

### 5.4 Effect of Self-Reported Rapport on Socio-Cognitive Processes

Finally, we looked at how the self-reported rapport questionnaires correlated to learning gains. At a dyadic level, we found that smaller values on the dichotomous difference ($d(x, y)$) measure for attentiveness, coordination and self-efficacy (i.e., 0) were associated with higher average learning gains (significant negative correlation), meaning that when the dyad rated their level of attentiveness, coordination and self-efficacy identically, they were likely to learn more. This means that convergence in assessment of rapport of one another is correlated with increased learning gains.

Partners with similar levels of reported self-efficacy are likely to feel more conscious (“I was afraid that I might not understand how to tutor”, “I was worried that I might not understand the math as much as I’d like”, “It was important that I show that I know the math in front of my partner”), engrossed (“I think I learned a lot from tutoring”, “I wanted my partner to learn as much as possible”) and motivated (“my fear of my partner performing poorly is often what motivated me”) during the tutoring process and hence learn more (“I think I was a good tutor”). Since there wasn’t enough variation in self-reported positivity ratings for individuals in the dyad, we could not find any significant relation between the difference in positivity and composite learning gains. Overall, these results provide further evidence for in-sync behavior characterized by mutual responsiveness and receptivity, which in turn enhances coordination and leads to improved learning gains.
Lastly to close the loop, we tested whether differences between the scores given by both individuals on their questionnaire ratings for the whole session was associated with age perceived rapport for each sub-session. Results showed that difference in attentiveness and coordination scores for a session were negatively correlated with average perceived rapport for the fourth and fifth interaction segment (≈ last 25 minutes), while difference in self-efficacy scores for a session were negatively correlated with average perceived rapport for the fifth interaction segment (≈ last 12 minutes). This means that when both partners rated attentiveness, coordination and self-efficacy identically, their average perceived rapport (annotated by independent raters) was higher for the final two interaction segments of that session. Overall these results a) substantiate the importance of mutual attentiveness as an important way in which interactants learn enough about the other so as to adapt behavioral expectations and build rapport, b) highlight the goal of coordination as a path to rapport by signaling that as common ground increases between interlocutors, mutual responsiveness and behavioral synchrony become more prominent [36].

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed principled approaches to capture the synchrony of communicative behaviors by modeling joint constructs of influence and convergence, which in turn exhibited strong correlations with important outcome measures such as learning gains and interpersonal rapport. By allowing for a fine-grained representation of dyadic indices that accounted for time-based dependencies in the longitudinal interaction, we avoided false assumptions about behavioral independence of conversational partners. In essence, we learned that: a) Influence and Convergence have a positive effect on learning - a virtual peer tutor that both converges to its human partner and invites convergence may be a more effective learning partner, b) Deepening rapport in final segments of the interaction is connected to greater manageability - a virtual peer that elicits increasing relational closeness from the learner may be a more effective learning partner, c) There is a significant causal effect of rapport on convergence - a virtual peer that builds rapport might lead to students speaking and behaving like the virtual peer. Therefore, in sum, a virtual peer that can establish rapport with students and in turn trigger behavioral convergence can improve learning gains.

In order to explain these results, one might turn to the following mechanism. Learning can be explained as the side effect of cognitive [13] and social [19] processes triggered by the conversational interactions (explanation, argumentation, mutual regulation etc) students engage in as so as to develop shared understanding. The collaborative learning literature [29] suggests that the effort necessary to build shared understanding [34] is what actually leads to learning. In parallel, the entrainment literature provides theoretical evidence [27] of convergence (alignment processes) being one of the important indices of shared understanding between interlocutors, allowing them to sufficiently reconstruct the meaning of the interaction. Moreover, the Interactive Alignment Model [27] also posits that such shared mental representation is caused by greater similarity in observable low-level behaviors (for e.g. - lexical, acoustic, prosodic levels) and subsequently in internal (higher level semantic) representations. Interactive priming [4], which links these neighboring levels of representation, has been described as one of the underlying mechanisms for observable convergence. Empirically [28] too, priming has been utilized for operationalizing convergence in the dialog as a visible measure of shared mental models, which was in turn shown to be positively associated with learning [15, 35]. Thus, to be clear, in the results described above, we are positing a novel mechanism for learning in situations of interpersonal closeness by positing a relationship among rapport, convergence and learning. When there is rapport, it leads to convergence in the interaction - this social phenomenon of convergence causes shared mental representation, which in turn leads to learning.

The goal of this work is to have a roadmap for integrating convergence into our dialog-based reciprocal peer tutoring virtual agent, in such a way as to evoke alignment, and to detect and remedy decreasing alignment, between the tutor and student in real time. Foreseeable next steps include working on a) matching the tutee’s problem solving pace and regulating flow of the interaction through adjusting the balance between message density and content density, b) improving tutor-tutee alignment by entraining on overlapping behavior to signal acknowledgment or understanding of what the tutee says, c) predicting learning outcomes based on current level of influence and convergence, so as to provide early scaffolding as opposed to delayed scaffolding at the end of the entire interaction, d) differentiating friendship status (friends/strangers), tutor/tutee and gender based entrainment effects. Once these features have been integrated, the effects on learners will be evaluated.
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